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GRADES 6-12 DISTANCE LEARNING 
School Name  Daniel Ninth Grade Center 

Grade Level  9 - Pre -AP Biology 

Week of  4/6/20 - **All assigned work due by Sunday, 4-12-20, at midnight** 
 

Biology 
Week at a Glance 

Objectives for the Week (TEKS): 
B.2(G) analyze, evaluate, make inferences, and predict trends from data 
B.2(H) communicate valid conclusions supported by the data through methods such as lab 
reports, labeled drawings, graphic organizers, journals, summaries, oral reports, and 
technology‐based reports 
B.3(A) analyze, evaluate, and critique scientific explanations by using empirical evidence, 
logical reasoning, and experimental and observational testing, so as to encourage 
critical thinking by the student 
B.10(B) describe the interactions that occur among systems that perform the functions of 
transport, reproduction, and response in plants 

Lesson Frame: 
We Will: describe the interactions that occur among systems that perform the functions of transport, 
reproduction, and response in plants. 
I Will: describe the interactions of various plant systems using my notes. 
So That I Can: identify the importance of plants to an ecosystem. 

Estimated Time to Complete: 2 hours 

Resources Needed: 
                                   GOOGLE SLIDES LINK 
 
Non-Digital Resources: (Only for those students with NO internet access.  If you have internet 
access, this does NOT apply to you.) 
                                   Week of 4-6-20 Packet 

Lesson Delivery (What do we want you to learn?): 

Go through the Google Slides slide by slide in order. 

Engage and Practice (What do we want you to do?): 

Complete the following activities in order at your own pace from the Google Slides. 
❏  Print Plant Notes 

❏  Plants Main Ideas #1, #2, and Part of #3 (EdPuzzle) 

❏  Plants Main Idea #3 (EdPuzzle)  

❏  Plants Finish Main Idea #3  

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ljmblAqllpcSu3FF2qHi5nc9COx1vsbZpiRKlxm6S1Q/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ISUCHkOWNTJUZB5D6Lya8IgnpqvwFrfd/view?usp=sharing
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❏  Plants Reviewed with Main Idea #4  

❏  Plants Begin Tissue  

❏  Plants Completed Tissue  

❏  Plants Main Idea #5  

❏  Plant Notes (Organs)Pre-AP  

❏  Plant Notes (Leaves) 

❏  Leaf Rubbing Activity (Mini Leaf Lab) 

Create and Submit (What do we want you to turn in?): 

All assignments will be submitted and graded for feedback purposes only via EdPuzzle.  
 

Optional Extension Opportunity (What do we want you to do if you want to extend your learning?): 

Begin the growth of four bean plants that will be used in a future lab. If you are unable to do this, an 
alternative will be provided for the lab.  

 
 
 
 


